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Desire2Learn: Content Navigation
In Desire2Learn, the Content tool brings the course content together into a master outline.
Here, you can create, integrate, and organize the materials you want students to see and
use.

Navigation: the Content Tool
Content Tool Main Screen
1. Overview, Bookmarks,
Upcoming Events.

2. Table of Contents, List of
Modules.  “Add a Module” at
the bottom of this list.

3. Content Viewer.

Modules and Topics
Modules are Desire2Learn’s content folders.  In the Content Tool, Modules are listed in a
lefthand column, while their contents are shown in the Content Viewer on the right.

Clicking “Table of Contents” will
show the entire course content in
the Content Viewer.  Clicking a
Module on the left limits the
Content Viewer to that Module’s
contents.

Left: “American Empire” is the
viewed Module, containing
several Topics: course readings,
and a Dropbox with a writing
assignment.
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Modules contain “Topics,” or pieces of course content.  Click a Topic to open it within an
expanded Content Viewer:

Adding Content in the
Content Tool
Modules
To create a Module, click “Add a
module…” at the bottom of the
lefthand list of Modules.
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Topics

Create a new Topic by clicking the blue
“New” button within a Module.  You will see
a dropdown menu.

Create text files, Checklists, Dropboxes, Discussions,
Quizzes, or Surveys.

Upload files such as .pdf, .docx, images or video, or
create links to content out on the web.

After creating a Topic, make changes to it by
viewing the Topic.  Depending on the type, click
the content itself (as in a Dropbox) or click the
down arrow next to its name (as with a file).

If you have already created course content elsewhere in Desire2Learn, such as in the Dropbox
or Quizzes tools, you can integrate it into your content outline by clicking “Add Activities.”
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